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Highlights of the Nissan Shatai Exhibit at the 46th Tokyo Motor Show 2019 

 

October 17, 2019 - The 46th Tokyo Motor Show 2019 (open Oct. 25 to Nov. 4 at Tokyo Big 

Sight/Aomi Exhibition Hall) will be the stage for Nissan Shatai Co., Ltd. (HQ: Hiratsuka, 

Kanagawa; CEO: Shohei Kimura) to exhibit its Motor Show special NV350 CARAVAN Black Gear 

Concept, the high-spec Nissan Paramedic ambulance, the NV200 Taxi Universal Design and the 

NV200 VANETTE Multi Bed Wagon under the theme of “Vehicles that keep working for the 

community and the lives of the people.”   

 

Nissan Shatai booth 

Aomi Exhibition Hall B (Stand AB01)  

 

 

Vehicles displayed 

 

 

NV350 CARAVAN BLACK GEAR CONCEPT (concept) 

The NV350 CARAVAN Black Gear Concept is based on the high-grade Premium GX version of the 

very spacious NV350 CARAVAN, which sits in the compact commercial “4-number” class in Japan. 

This is a concept model created to offer an active lifestyle to those who love outdoor pursuits like 

camping, fishing and cycling. The body color is a unique gray just for the Tokyo Motor Show. The 

black tones around the grille fog lamps, slide rails and other sporty touches, are all accented with 

reddish orange. With black tones on the grille and black cabin enhance, its sharp image recalls from 

its car name. 

The seats come in a playful double-stitched material specific to the model. The interior is accented 

by reddish orange ring mounts around the instrument panel, an 11- inch navigation screen and a 

leather steering wheel. 



 

 

NISSAN PARAMEDIC equipped with electric stretcher and lithium ion battery (concept) 

NISSAN PARAMEDIC, a high-spec ambulance that underwent a full model change in 2018, is built 

on a super-long and wide-bodied NV350 CARAVAN chassis. Since its launch, it has been supplied 

to fire brigades and emergency hospitals around Japan because it offers the ideal environment for 

lifesaving work, from ease of driving with its small turning circle to a high ceiling which creates a 

spacious cabin. 

This special model is equipped with an electric stretcher system, which enables better handling of 

physically large patients and reduces the strain on staff when loading and unloading. A small, high-

performance lithium ion battery provides supplementary power, meaning reduced noise and fuel 

consumption when the ambulance is stationary. Paramedics can focus on saving lives without 

concern about engine noise in residential areas at night. 

 

 

 

NV200 VANETTE Multi Bed Wagon in 2-tone color, with safety features (concept) 

NV200 VANETTE Multi Bed Wagon is a model based on the NV200 VANETTE. A flexible bed 

system is installed and enables you to enjoy outdoor life the way you want to. The 2-tone pastel colors 

of this display model exhibit plenty of personality on the city streets. This is a vehicle that embodies 

the concepts of “fun” and “cute.” Furthermore, advanced safety features as exemplified by Nissan 

Intelligent Mobility support active lifestyles. 

 

 



 

NV200 Taxi Universal Design 

Sliding ramp - Durable, heavy load-bearing taxi model (concept) 

The NV200 Taxi Universal Design is a roomy package similar to the NV200 Taxi, and this 

iteration comes equipped with sliding ramps and big handrails for getting in and out of 

the van under the banner of “a taxi for all passengers.” Universal design means that 

children, the elderly and those in motorized wheelchairs can get in the vehicle with ease. 

In preparation for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics and Paralympics, this is a durable, heavy 

load-bearing taxi model for easy handling of big foreign customers with a lot of luggage 

and persons in motorized wheelchairs (300kg; MLIT universal design recommended 

values). This model will be on display October 23-24 only. 

 

 

 

 

 

Enquiries to: 

Administration Department 

Nissan Shatai Co., Ltd  

Tel: ０４６３（２１）８８９８ 

ＵＲＬ：www.nissan-shatai.co.jp 

 


